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ABOUT GUY MORRIS
With multiple degrees, and 36 years of Fortune 500 leadership
within companies like Oxy, IBM, Oracle and Microsoft, Guy Morris
has been a proven thought leader and innovator of advanced
technologies, including early stage AI. 

His success stories range from designing a macro-economic model
that out-performed the Federal Reserve, building high-performance
global teams, driving merger & acquisition deals, innovating early
artificial intelligence technology, and pioneering internet
entertainment formats with an award-winning webisode series. 

Inspired by men of the Renaissance who were fluent in science, art,
politics and religion, Guy Morris is also a Disney published
composer, musician with multiple CDs, an inventor, a PADI diver,
licensed Coast Guard charter captain, an entrepreneur, researcher,
and pioneer of the field of prophecy analytics. 

Guy retired in 2018 to pursue a third-act career as award-winning
author of intelligent, well-researched AI, espionage, religious,
political and history thrillers.  Guy founded the Author Event
Network association in the Pacific NW. 

AREAS OF
EXPERTISE

Artificial Intelligence
Cyber-Security & Tech
Prophecy Analytics
Economics 
History

“With artificial intelligence, we are summoning the demon” Elon Musk 



"When our technology
surpasses our humanity -
it may prove to be fatal to

civilization." Guy Morris



The SNO Chronicles series weaves a developing and thrilling tale of
factual current world events against the rise of artificial intelligence and
political upheaval.  SNO, pronounced ‘snow’ is the Spy Net Online. The
SNO Chronicles speculates on how AI will affect humanity in profound,

world shattering ways.  

The SNO Chronicles series is inspired by a true story of a program that
escaped the NSA Lawrence Livermore Laboratory at Sandia. When I
determined HOW a spy program could escape NSA and WHY it was

designed that way, they sent two FBI agents to my door. 

Dive into the political chaos of the 2020 and 2024 elections, the Russian
kompromat over US elected officials, DARPA developed AI lethal

weapons, Chinese AI ambition over Taiwan, wars in Ukraine and Gaza,
ancient religious artifacts, an AI view of prophecy, and more. 

Discover our humanity in the face of existential crisis. 

Themes of
the 

SNO
Chronicles

Series

Artificial
Intelligence 
Quantum AI
Espionage 
Corruption
Prophecy

Available on                  & 



AI Enabled War 

Global Food Insecurity

Guy Morris pioneered the  
method of prophecy

analytics to define a data
driven, mathematical,

probability model
approach to analyzing

prophecy in our modern
age.

Hundreds of prophecies
in one generation

Singular 
Historic

Decision

Fascism & 
Autocracy



 
Derek Taylor, fugitive hacker and contractor to the National Security Agency is living under the
name of a murdered best friend, hiding from powers who still want him dead. Taylor’s ties to a

terrorist hacker group called SNO lead to an investigation by Lt. Jennifer Scott, the daughter of
a Joint Chief—a woman determined to go to any lengths to prove her worth.

But when a Chinese artificial intelligence (AI) internet virus threatens national security, SLVIA
warns Taylor the fifth seal of end time prophecy has broken. This unexpected assault soon

forces an autocratic US President to deploy a defective AI weapon. Now, Taylor and Lt. Scott
must join forces across three continents to stop the evil AI virus from crippling America or

destroying SLVIA before an apocalypse swarms over Jerusalem.

Combining conspiracies, political and church corruption, cyber espionage, and advanced
weapons, Swarm reveals what happens when AI singularity and prophecy collide to shake the

world at its very foundations.



Critics Praise & Reviews
KIRKUS                        

A grandly indulgent, globe-trotting narrative in the Dan Brown/Iris Johansen style.
The novel brims with wild characters, exotic settings, a skillful embroidering of CNN
headlines, and mind-blowing concepts, into which the religious stuff fits snugly.

BookTrib
 A superbly crafted, cutting-edge spy thriller
SWARM goes beyond the average international thriller in developing elaborate, dynamic
characters — some righteous, others sinister — who prove to be key in making this book
exceptional. 
Without question, the most intriguing character in this particular tale is the artificial
intelligence entity referred to as SLVIA.
The intense action and thoughtful questions found in SWARM are certain to keep readers up
late to finish this gripping novel.

WOWJI
An astonishing feat of narrative brilliance, weaving a rich and diverse tapestry of suspense,
intrigue and deep emotional resonance. 
Extraordinary ability to interlink an array of unique narrative threads and form a cohesive
and engaging whole is truly remarkable. 
Elevates from mere speculative fiction to a profound philosophical exploration. 
In terms of character development, Morris's skill is unparalleled.

Reader’s Favorite
A deftly plotted and brilliantly written thriller that will entice fans of conspiracy and
espionage 
Gripping and intense when it comes to the action and plot points.
The characters are extraordinary, the writing is crisp and gorgeous

Jack Teetor, Film Producer 
A pulse-pounding, grab-you-by-the-throat thrill ride.



Following a brutal massacre, the Ethiopian Ark of the Covenant – a revered religious artifact –
sells on the international black market. Soon afterward, the death of an aging Saudi King spurs a

flawed Saudi-Israeli peace deal, promoted by a polarizing former US president under criminal
indictment and seeking political asylum.

Elsewhere, an assassin from the fanatical Solar Temple murder cult hunts down NSA fugitive
Derek Taylor while he searches for an escaped US Defense artificial intelligence called the SLVIA.
Breadcrumbs direct Taylor from Portugal to the Vatican, and then Israel to discover a mysterious

copper scroll with an incredible ancient secret.

As a Temple Mount ceremony transforms into a blasphemous political theater - sparking fears of
a modern-day Anti-Christ - Taylor learns the woman he loves, who once betrayed him, has fallen

into the hands of the Russian oligarch who may have killed her father.

Now, Taylor faces an impossible choice; one that could change the world order, and likely cost
him his life.



Critics Praise & Reviews
BookTrib 

 Guy Morris manages the extraordinary feat of stitching together scintillating artifacts and
prophecies from the ancient past with modern espionage and artificial intelligence
technology. 
If Indiana Jones had the technological savvy of Elon Musk, he would fit perfectly in this book. 
The thing that makes each of Guy Morris’s novels so hard to put down is the way the author
incorporates real-life technology, organizations, military weapons, and historical facts that
are meticulously researched and carefully rendered.

Reader's Favorite 
  Refreshing and well-crafted. 
A fast-paced thriller packed with action in a fantastic plot.
The characters are engaging, likable, and easy to relate to and you’ll soon find yourself
rooting for Derek Taylor.
It’s often difficult to balance action and violence in a thriller - this one has the perfect mix. 
One of the most thrilling, heart-pounding stories I have ever read. 
This is a fantastic read and every bit as good as any of the similar religious conspiracy
blockbusters in the marketplace. I can highly recommend this book. 

WOWJI
A beacon of innovative storytelling, illuminating the genre's potential with an intricate
narrative structure and a keen sense of dramatic timing
A labyrinth of suspense and intrigue, filled with compelling characters, geopolitical
machinations, and theological mysteries that pull you into its vortex and refuse to let go.
Morris has an uncanny ability to ground his narrative in real-world issues, giving the reader
a palpable sense of the global stage on which the drama unfolds. 
Morris touches on spiritual themes that resonate on a universal level.



In 1672, Henry Morgan took 36 ships and 2,000 men to sack Panama
City for a $1 billion plunder and 600 slaves. Afterward, Morgan

cheated his men, disappearing with nearly the entire treasure, and
200 slaves on three ships never to be seen again. Morgan alone

survived as a haunted man who hid away in drunken debauchery,
and burned his log books to keep the world from learning the

terrifying truth. True story.

Three hundred years later, Sophia Martinez discovers odd relics
hidden within a 200-year Roatan Island family home that reopens a
legacy of disappearance, dementia and death. At the center of the

mystery is a bloody log book written by an insane Inquisition
executioner named Cortés.

With a Mayan prophecy psychopath in pursuit, Sophia will need the
help of lost relatives to uncover a sacred pilgrimage to the origins of
the Mayan creation myth. Time is running out to decode the macabre

enigma and escape the deadly necropolis or they too will vanish
without a trace – and an apocalypse will unleash on live television.

12 years of research
into a true historical

mystery, a billion
dollar abandoned

plunder, and
connections to the

Inquisition and Mayan
creation myth.



Critics Praise & Reviews 
KIRKUS     

A taut adventure that offers a deeply human tragedy.
A thriller novel made more compelling by the real emotion at its center.
There’s a sense of thematic harmony as Sophia struggles to piece together the secrets of
her family’s past, and Lucia works to expose the cartel that orphaned her and her brother.
The two women bring welcome humanity to this page-turner, which seamlessly blends
elements of geopolitical conspiracy with eerie and atmospheric horror.

BookTrib
 “Indiana Jones” Meets “The Da Vinci Code” in This Spectacular Adventure Across Central
America
A fantastic cast of characters and an electrifying plot, the top-tier literary talent of Morris
makes The Curse of Cortés a spectacular read.
Morris demonstrates incredible skill as a writer, guiding the reader from one location to the
next through assassinations, betrayals and brief history lessons. 
The tension of the plot is ratcheted higher with each scene, strategically and thoughtfully
creating a level of suspense only achieved by the very best writers. 

BookLife 
Each character in this sizable cast reaches through the pages and connects with the reader
An epilogue digs deeper into the history, revealing full backstories of two crucial figures,
including the Mayan prophet Chilam Balam, who spoke of darkness that would follow the
end of the Thirteenth Bak’tun, a cycle of the Mayan calendar. 

Reader’s Favorite 
This book is perfection!
Curse of Cortés by Guy Morris was a roller coaster ride!
The dialogues are some of the most vivid and richest I have read.
The story is intense, it demands your attention and wants you to remain stuck to it until
the end.
I was scared that if I blinked, I would miss something.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3P0U9JTEMUKS7/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1735728608


Promoting and
Selling Books Direct
to Readers at Events

Seeking a more profitable way to
engage new readers, grow email lists

and earn the highest margins Guy
founded the Author Event Network,

a legal non-profit association. 

In less than 3 years, AEN has grown
to over 50 local, accomplished,
award-winning and best-selling

authors with two chapters in Seattle
and Portland. 

In our upcoming 2024 season, AEN is
scheduled to sell books at over 40
events, with over 80 signing days

and  750,000 attendees. 

Find new readers and build a local
following. Join AEN  
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EVENT 

NETWORK

Over 36 years of Fortune 500 thought
leadership, research, presentations,
speeches and seminars

Presenter at 2022 Greater Los Angeles
Writer's Conference

Founded a Washington
association of published

authors to sell signed editions  
at dozens of local events,

festivals and fairs. 

Media Contact:
Darice Fisher, Publicist

310-707-8380
daricefisher@gmail.com

CONTACT Guy Morris
425-269-6198

guy@guymorrisbooks.com
www.guymorrisbooks.com

Disney published
composer

Coast Guard     Charter               
Captain

Global
Executive

California Native
& World Traveler

Entrepreneur

mailto:daricefisher@gmail.com




GUY MORRIS
Engaging Insights

Intelligent Thrillers 


